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Estimation of Propagation Losses for Narrow
Strip and Rib Waveguides
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Abstract— The dependence of propagation losses on waveguide
width and polarization is measured for strip and rib waveguides
made of tantalum pentoxide. For strip waveguides, the propa-
gation losses are found to increase rapidly for widths <3 µm.
The losses were significantly smaller for rib than for strip
waveguides, as expected. A method is developed for estimating
the dependence of propagation losses on waveguide width. The
method is based on approximating sidewall imperfections with an
area with complex refractive index in a 2D model and showed a
good agreement with the measured dependence on waveguide
width. The method is also used to predict that propagation
losses will decrease rapidly for rib heights less than 20 nm for
TM-polarization.

Index Terms— Strip waveguide, rib waveguide, propagation
loss, sidewall roughness, scattering loss, tantalum pentoxide.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN ORDER to tightly confine light in optical waveguides,
the refractive index of the core must be high and the cross-

section of the waveguide must be small. At the same time,
propagation losses must be kept low to allow complex optical
circuits. The main sources of propagation loss for a dielectric
straight waveguide are absorption within the materials and
radiation losses from imperfections in the materials and on
the sidewalls [1]. As the refractive index is increased and
the cross-section reduced, the imperfections of the sidewalls
become the dominating source of propagation losses. In this
letter, the influence of the height of the sidewalls (i.e. rib
height) and the waveguide width on propagation losses is
studied experimentally and simulated.

Propagation losses are of general importance for integrated
optics. The wavelength, waveguide structure and materials
used in this letter are particularly relevant for evanescent
field sensors, e.g. based on the Mach-Zehnder waveguide
interferometer. Two commonly used materials for waveguide
sensors and biosensors are Si3N4 [2], [3] and Ta2O5 [4]. These
materials are transparent in the visible and near infrared, and
have a refractive index of 2 and 2.1, respectively. For the exper-
imental work, we have chosen Ta2O5 and the corresponding
refractive index is used for the simulations. For evanescent
field sensors, the sensitivity increases with the refractive index
of the core and with decreasing core thickness [5]–[7]. For
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the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, it is imperative that the
waveguides are single-mode. This can be obtained by reducing
the width of the waveguide or by using rib waveguides where
the core is only partially etched down on the sides. Shallow
rib waveguides with 4 nm rib height, widths of 3-4 μm and
200 nm core thickness have been made with propagation losses
as low as 0.15 dB/cm for TE-polarization and 0.30 dB/cm for
TM-polarization [8].

Several methods exist to estimate propagation losses from
surface roughness, see [9]–[11]. These methods require para-
meters such as the roughness standard deviation and the
autocorrelation length of the sidewall roughness to be known.
Surface roughness is usually measured using atomic force
microscopy (AFM). For narrow waveguides, the critical para-
meter is the sidewall roughness, rather than the surface rough-
ness. However, it is a challenge to measure the sidewall
roughness for strip waveguides (200 nm high sidewalls) and
very difficult for shallow rib waveguides (1-10 nm high
sidewalls). Rather than basing the simulations on roughness
measurements, we have used a measured propagation loss for
a narrow waveguide as a reference to estimate the propagation
loss for other waveguide widths. Our method is based on
approximating the surface roughness with a small section
with complex refractive index in a 2D model. The method
is described in the next section and it is tested on strip and
rib waveguides.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental Methods

Strip and rib waveguides were produced by sputtering a
core layer of tantalum pentoxide (ncore = 2.15) onto a 5 μm
silica layer (n = 1.45). The waveguides were defined by
photolithography followed by argon ion-beam milling at an
angle of 45° to reduce the sidewall roughness. The waveguides
were treated with plasma-ashing for 10 minutes to remove
remaining photoresist and annealed at 450 °C-600 °C in
oxygen in a tube furnace for 2-5 hours [12]. Rib waveguides
were made with a core thickness, H, of 170 nm and a slab
thickness, h, of 150 nm, see Fig. 1. The strip waveguides
had a core thickness, H, of 215 nm and by definition a slab
thickness h = 0. These dimensions have been determined
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a mechanical
profiler (Tencor P6).

The propagation losses were measured for w = 1-10 μm
wide strip waveguides and w = 1-5 μm wide rib waveguides.
Light from a 785 nm diode laser was coupled into the
waveguide using beam expanding lenses and a 40× objective
lens. The polarization was rotated with a half-wave plate
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic diagram of the waveguide cross-section used in Comsol
simulations (not to scale). Examples of the fundamental mode for a strip
waveguide for b) TE- and c) TM-polarization.

to obtain TE- or TM-polarization. A second 40× objective
lens was used to couple light out from the waveguide into a
photodetector. The photodetector was used to ensure that
optimal and stable coupling was obtained during the
measurements.

The propagation losses were measured by taking images
of light scattered from the waveguide with a microscope on
a translation stage. The microscope was moved along the
waveguide and images of the scattered light captured. This
is a non-destructive method independent of input coupling
and suitable for measurement of relatively high propagation
losses (dB/cm-range) [1], [13], [14]. The images of scattered
light were captured with an objective lens with a relatively
large magnification, 50×, and NA = 0.8, in order to avoid
interference between scattering points and to limit the area
observed. The exposure time for the microscope’s CCD cam-
era was adjusted to the maximum time not giving saturated
points in the image. The images were processed with a
Matlab-program. For each image, the pixels were summed
along the waveguide, giving an approximately Gaussian profile
across the waveguide. Pixels within the FWHM-width of
the profile were subsequently summed along and across the
waveguide, giving a relative intensity for the image. This value
was corrected for the exposure time, i.e. by dividing by the
exposure time. The first image, taken near the input, was used
as a reference and given the value I (0) = 0 dB. Images
captured further from the input thus gave intensities I (z), with
intensity in dB and distance z measured from the position of
the reference image.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the measured scattering as
function of the propagation distance. The images are taken
of scattering from randomly distributed imperfections, mostly
on the waveguide surface. The measured intensities will thus
have a statistical variation. A straight line was fitted to the data
with the least-squares method. The slope was used to find the
propagation loss and the standard deviation of the slope was
used to characterize the statistical variation. For the case in
Fig. 2, this gave a propagation loss of 6.7 ± 1.6 dB/cm.

For relatively wide waveguides, i.e. 5-10 μm for strip
waveguides and 3-5 μm for rib waveguides, the propagation
losses do not depend on width as seen in Fig. 3. Thus, propa-
gation losses for these wide waveguides are less dependent on
scattering from the sidewalls and mostly due to absorption
and scattering from imperfections within the material. The
average propagation loss is 1.4 dB/cm and 1.3 dB/cm for
TE-polarization and 1.1 dB/cm and 1.5 dB/cm for

Fig. 2. Relative scattering intensity versus position for strip waveguide of
width 1.5 μm and TE-polarization.

TM-polarization for wide strip and rib waveguides, respec-
tively (see Fig. 3 and result-section). This average loss was
subtracted from the measured values for all waveguide widths
before simulations. The remaining loss, αd B , is taken to be
due to scattering from the sidewalls.

B. Simulation of Propagation Losses

Comsol Multiphysics was used to find the complex effective
refractive index of waveguides. The sidewalls are represented
in the model by an area of width t on each side of the
core as shown in Fig. 1. Losses due to scattering from the
sidewalls are included in the model by adding an imaginary
part to the refractive index for this area. A width t = 10 nm
was used for the simulations. It was tested that the results
where independent of the width t by doing simulations with
widths 5 and 20 nm for some cases.

To find the relationship between simulated complex effec-
tive refractive index and measured propagation loss, the atten-
uation coefficient, αd B (in dB/cm), can be written as:

αd B = −10 log (P(z)/P0) (1)

where P0 is the reference intensity and P(z) is the intensity at
distance z from the reference point. The power P(z) is related
to the effective refractive index ne f f by:

P(z) = |U(z)|2 = |A0 exp(− jkz)|2 = P0 exp(
−4π

λ0
nim z) (2)

where U(z) is the time-independent complex wavefunction,
A0 is the complex envelope constant, k is the wavevector and
λ0 is the wavelength (785 nm). A propagation loss αd B thus
corresponds to an imaginary part nim of the effective refractive
index with z = 0.01 m:

nim = − λ0αd B

40zπloge
(3)

Simulations in COMSOL are done to iteratively find the
complex refractive index of the sidewalls, ncore + jnw, that
gave a complex effective refractive index (for the mode) equal
to nre + jnim . Here nre is the real part of the effective refrac-
tive index and nim corresponds to the measured loss using
Eq. 3. The complex value found, ncore + jnw, is subse-
quently used to find the complex effective refractive index,
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Fig. 3. Propagation losses as function of waveguide width for strip waveguides, for a) TE-polarization and b) TM-polarization. Propagation losses as function
of waveguide width for rib waveguides, for c) TE-polarization and d) TM-polarization.

and thus the loss, for other waveguide widths. The selected
reference waveguides had a width of 1.5 μm for strip
waveguides and 1.2 μm for rib waveguides. The thickness of
the waveguides simulated was the same as for the waveguides
measured. Care was taken to avoid interference from
higher order TE- solutions when simulating TM-polarization.
Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) shows examples of simulated fundamental
modes for TE- and TM-polarization (λ = 785 nm).

Our technique assumes that the random and spatially dis-
tributed surface roughness can be approximated with a thin
layer of constant complex refractive index. Furthermore, the
simulation only considers the fundamental mode. For multi-
mode waveguides, higher order modes will have a different
spatial distribution and thus be influence differently by the
surface roughness compared to the fundamental mode.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) shows the measured and simu-
lated propagation losses for strip waveguides for TE- and
TM-polarization. The propagation losses increase very fast as
the width decreases below 3 μm. For wider waveguides than
3 μm, the propagation losses show insignificant dependency
on the width. The measurement uncertainty is small for these
low losses, while for the larger losses of narrow waveguides,
the measurement uncertainty also becomes larger. This is
most likely due to the random nature of the imperfections,
with some sections of the waveguide having low losses and

others having large losses. The losses are considerably larger
for TM-polarization than for TE-polarization. The simulated
propagation losses show good overlap with the measurements.
In particular, the simulations predict well the increase in
propagation losses around 3μm width. An exponential fit to
the data would be possible, but requires at least two reference
points, whereas our simulation is based on a single reference
point. It also gives a more physical approach to the propagation
losses. However, care should be taken when extrapolating to
very narrow waveguides. Measured and simulated propagation
losses for rib waveguides are shown in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d).
As for strip waveguides, the losses of rib waveguides
for TM-polarization are larger than for TE-polarization.
For TE-polarization, the losses show no significant depen-
dency on waveguide width down to a width of 1.2 μm.
For TM-polarization, losses increase rapidly for waveguides
less than 3 μm wide. As there was no visible dependency
on width for TE-polarization, this case cannot be simulated
with our method. For TM-polarization there is good over-
lap between simulations and measurements. For a width of
1.7 μm, two results are included. The larger value includes
measurements on the first 1 cm of the waveguide, while the
lower value excludes these. There was a sharp decrease in
measured intensity from 0.5 cm to 1 cm, probably cause by a
large point defect between these measurements.

Propagation losses for the rib waveguides were, as expected,
significantly smaller than for strip waveguides. For a 1.5 μm
wide waveguide and TE-polarization, propagation losses
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Fig. 4. Simulated propagation loss as function of rib height, H −h, based on
measured propagation loss for a 1.5 μm wide strip waveguide. Also, measured
loss is shown for waveguides with 20 nm rib height and 1.2 μm width.

decreases from 6.7 dB/cm to 1.7 dB/cm when changing from
a strip to rib waveguide. To simulate this dependancy on rib
height, we have used jnw found for a strip waveguide, to
find the losses for rib waveguides as function of rib height,
H-h. In this case, the width was kept fixed at 1.5 μm. The
propagation loss is shown in Fig. 4. The measured loss for a
waveguide with rib height 20 nm is also shown, with the core
thickness 170 nm, versus 215 nm for the strip waveguide.

The simulations show reasonable correspondence with the
measured losses for the rib waveguides, given that the
measurement uncertainties are large for the reference strip
waveguide and the rib waveguides. The simulations predict
that propagation losses for TM-polarization can be decreased
significantly by reducing the rib height below 20 nm.
For TE-polarization, the propagation losses are approximately
linear with rib height. For shallow rib waveguides with rib
height less than 10 nm, the losses due to sidewall roughness
are small and losses from absorption and scattering within the
material become dominant, according to our simulations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The measured propagation losses increased sharply for
tantalum pentoxide strip waveguides less than 3 μm wide.
For rib waveguides, the propagation losses are significantly
smaller than for the strip waveguides. For TE-polarization,
the propagation loss was not significantly influenced by the
width for rib waveguides. Losses caused by random sidewall
imperfections are dependent on fabrication and can vary along
a waveguide, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(d) for a width of
1.7 μm. Our simulation method, based on an area with
complex refractive index in a 2D-model, gave good estimates
for the dependency of propagations losses on waveguide width.
The method was also used to estimate the dependency of
propagation losses on rib height, showing that losses for
TM-polarization decrease fast for rib heights less than 20 nm.
For TE-polarization, the losses were predicted to change
gradually with rib height.

The measured dependency of propagation losses
on waveguide width can, together with the simple proposed

simulation method, give valuable information for the design of
rib waveguides. The most common way of obtaining single-
mode waveguides is to reduce the waveguide width. With
the proposed method, it is possible to estimate how the
propagation losses will increase when reducing the width for
a given technology. The method is based on having several
waveguide widths available and the usefulness of the method
is thus if considering to reduce the width to even more narrow
waveguides than those available. Reducing the rib height
is another way of obtaining single-mode waveguides. It is
necessary to make several wafers and do more processing
to experimentally compare the influence of rib height on
propagation losses, while the proposed method can estimate
the influence of rib height based on one wafer with a single
rib height.
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